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$0. lNTRODUCTlON 
THE FOLLOWING question has its origins in the work of Bieberbach [Z] on Euclidean 
crystallography, and in the conjecture of Nielsen on groups of motions of the hyperbolic 
plane [l3]. [S]. 
GENERALIZED BIERERRACH-NIELSEN PROBLEM. Let r be a discrete group containing the 
group I- as a subgroup of finite index, and suppose that X, is a closed asphcrical manifold 
with n,(X,) = I-. Does thcrc exist an action of f on the universal covering x’, which 
restricts to a covering action of I-? 
In this paper, WC consider discrctc groups acting by isometrics on a symmetric space. 
Suppose given actions z,: Ti x X + ,Y (i = 1.2). by diffeomorphisms, of discrctc groups l-l. 
f, on a smooth manifold X. and Ict A bc a subgroup of both T, and r*; the actions z,, z2 
arc said to bc srr~crfl~ly eyuidvt (JW~ A when thcrc is a dilfcomorphism $1 X 4 X such 
that, for all SEA. XE X, #(r, (8, .Y)) = zr(d. &(.u)). Two such actions 2,: ri x X -. X (i = 1, 2) 
are said to be sncoc~~hly conrrrrcnsurahlt when thcrc is a group A contained as a subgroup of 
finite index in each of I-, and rZr such that z, and rz are smoothly eyuivalcnt over A. 
A Lie group f. with only finitely many connected components is said to bc of (ypc’ FC; 
such a group admits a maximal compact subgroup K, unique up to conjugacy. such that 
L/K is diffeomorphic to a Euclidcan space ([12]). When L is linear reductive, L/K is 
a symmetric space in which each factor in the de Rham decomposition is noncompact. Let 
L,, L, be FC Lie groups whose identity components arc linear reductive. We say that L,, 
L, are yeomr~ricallp uyuicuient, L, - Lz when thcrc is an isometry of symmetric spaces 
ycom 
L,lK, 2 LJK,. We shall prove: 
FINITE EXTENSION THEOREM. Let L he a connected reductice Lie group with no nonrricial 
compucr normal subgroup, let r be a discrete cocompuct subgroup of L, and let i- he un 
abstract group which contuins I- with Jinire index. Then f imbeds us u discrete cocompact 
subgroup in an FC Lie group i which is yeometrically equi&~nt to L. 
In terms of isometry groups this becomes; 
GENERALIZED BIEflERflAcIl-NIELsEN THEOREM. Let X be a symmetric spuce with no 
compact /aCIors, and let l : r x X -+ X be an (eflectice) properly discontinuous action of 
a discrete group, r us a cocompact group of isometries of X. Let t be a (discrete) group which 
contains r us a subgroup offinite index. Then 
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(i) there is un action g: p x X 4 X of F by isomerries on X which is cocompacr and 
properly discontinuous, rhouyh not necessarily effective; it is, however, effective and, indeed, 
free when restricted to any torsion free subgroup of ?. Moreover, 
(ii) the action 0 is smoothly commensurable with the original action . 
This paper makes extensive use of the results of Mostow [ 111, Margulis [lo], Kerckhoff 
[S] and Bore1 [3]. In subsequent papers, we shall consider the effect of relaxing the 
hypotheses to allow groups with nilradical. We point out that the corresponding case where 
L is soluble has been known for some time [l], [6]. We shall also consider group actions on 
more general domains. 
51. SUBGROUPS OF WREATH PRODUCTS 
If H is a group, and I is a nonempty set, the wreath product H 2 Z, is the semi-direct 
product H ‘>q I&, where H’ is the I-fold self-product of H, and Z, is the permutation group 
of I, acting on the left of H’ thus; Z, x H’-* H’; (a, h)H”h, where (“h)(i) = h(a-‘(i)). 
Let n: H { IE, -+ 2, denote the projection n(h, o) = cr. A subgroup @ of H 2 C, is said to be 
transitive when n(0) acts transitively on I, and ridy when @ is transitive and, for some 
subgroup A of H, Q, n Ker(z) = A’ x {I}. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let 0 be a transitive subgroup of H \ YZI; then 0 is conjugate in H 2 C, to a 
tidy subgroup Y of H t 2, for which n(O) = n(Y); moreover, if@ isfinite, we may also take Y fo 
be finite. 
Proof: For each iEI, let p,: Ker(n) -+ H be the ith projection pi(h, 1) = h(i). When @ is 
finite then @, = pJKer(n)nO) is finite for each i. For ke Ker(n) and iEf, we write 
k(i) = l(i), where k = (k7 I) is identified with LE H’. 
(I) If (y, CJ)E@ is such that o(j) = i for i, jEl, then g(i)@,g(i)-’ = a,, 
Let z E @I. and choose ye@ n Ker(n) such that y(j) = z. Since @ n Ker(n) is a normal 
subgroup of 0, and g(i)zg(i)- ’ = [(g, a)y(g, a)-‘](i), then g(i)Ojg(i)-l c pi. By symmetry 
it follows that g(i)Ojg(i)-’ = oi, proving (I). 
Put K = fl Qi x { 1). A straightforward computation shows that 
isI 
(II) @ normalizes K. 
The subgroup 6 = K *Q, is conjugate to a tidy subgroup of H l C,. To see this, put R = U$ 
for some fixed ie I. Since Q, is transitive, for each j we may choose 4j = (y,. aj)~O such that 
ai = i. Define h = (K 1)E Ker(n) = H’ x { 1) by i(j) = gy’. From (I), h(j)@,c(j)-’ = Qi, 
so that hK h- ’ = fl’ x {l}. It follows that Ker(n) n @ c K, and hence Ker(n) n 6 = K. 
Define 
Y= h6h-’ = (hKh-‘)(h@h--). 
Observe that Y n Ker(n) = h Kh-’ = R’ x (1). Moreover, n(Y) = n(hOh-‘) = n(O) SO 
that Y is transitive. That is, Y is a tidy subgroup of H 2 C, and n(Y) = I[(@) as claimed. 
Each Oi is finite if 0 is finite; in addition, I is finite, since @ acts transitively on I. 
Moreover h@h-’ normalizes hKh-’ = R’ x {I}. Since both R’ and hOh-’ are finite, we 
conclude that Y = (hKh-‘)(h@h-‘) is finite. 0 
Now consider general subgroups of H 22,; if (I,, . . . , I,,,) is a partition of I, the 
obvious inclusion of Z(f,) x . . . x Z(f,) into Z, induces an inclusion of 
HlE(f,) x.. . x H<Z(f,) in H’jE:,. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let 0 be a subgroup of H l Zt where 1 is afinite set; then there is a partition 
(1,. . . . , 1,) of 1, and, for 1 5 r I m. a tidy subgroup Y, of H 1 Z(1,). such that 0 is conjugate 
inH~Z,toasubgroupofY,x...xY,,,: IY 0, is finite, each Y i may be chosen to be finite. 
Proof. Letl,..... 1, be the orbits of 1 under the natural action of n(U)), and let denote 
the projection onto the rth factor by n,: H<I(l,) x . . . x H<C(l,,,)-+ H{C(l,). We have 
Qcrt,(@)x... x x,(O) c H<E(l,) x . . . x H~I(l,) 
and each z,(a) is transitive on 1,. The result now follows from (1.1). 0 
52. THE RIGIDITY OF PRODUCTS 
Let % be a class of groups; by a %-product structure on a group G, we mean a finite 
sequence 9’ = (Ai. Gi, ei)~ sisk where 
(i) G,E%, and G, 4 Gj for i # j; 
(ii) ei is a positive integer, and Ai is a normal subgroup of C such that Ai z GiP”; 
(iii) G is the internal direct product (written G = A, 0 A2 0. . . 0 A,) of its normal sub- 
groups A,, . . . , A,; that is. each element g EG has a unique representation as a product 
Y = ala2.. . a,. where aiE Ai. 
TWO ‘G-product structures 9 = (Ai. Gi, ei), <is”, 1 = (Bj, H,.h), SjSm on a group G are 
said to be equiralent provided that n = m, and for some GEE:, (necessarily unique), 
Hi 2 G,(i) andJ = eflCir, for all iE { I, . . . , n); they arc stronyly equicalent when, in addition, 
Hi = G,(i, for all i. (Here we really do mean ‘equals’ and not just ‘isomorphic’.) 
Let Y denote the class of irrcduciblc cocompact lattices in connected adjoint semisimple 
Lie groups having no compact factors. We will show that any two Y-product structures are 
strongly equivalent. 
PROPOSITION 2. I. Let I-E Y, and let A, B be mutually centraking normal subgroups of 
I- such that r = A - B. Then either A = r and B = { I ) or A = ( 1) and B = I-. 
Proof By hypothesis T is an irreducible discrete cocompact subgroup of a connected, 
semisimple Lie group L(r) with trivial centre and no compact factors. If L(T) c GL,(R), for 
each subgroup A of r, let A c GL,(C) be the Zariski closure of A in Gf.,(@). By Borel’s 
Density Theorem [3], p n GL,(R) is a real algebraic group, whose identity component, as 
a Lie group, is L(r). For each subgroup A off, put L(A) = i\ n L(r); each L(A) is then a Lie 
group of type FC (finitely many connected components). 
Let A, B be nontrivial mutually centralising normal subgroups off such that r = A*B. 
If A is finite, then L(A) = A is a finite normal subgroup of L(f), contained in the trivial 
centre of L(T). Thus A is infinite. Similarly, B is infinite, and both identity components 
L(A),, L(B), are nontrivial conncctcd normal subgroups of L(r). 
Assume that L(T) is simple; then L(A), = L(B), = L(r). Since A centralizes B, L(A) 
centralizes L(B) and L(T) is abelian, contradicting the assumption. 
If L(T) is not simple, then +&L(r)) 2 2. and by a theorem of Margulis [lo], r has no 
proper infinite normal subgroup of infinite index; A n B is central in I-, and, by Borel’s 
Density Theorem, r has trivial centre. Thus I- = A 0 B, and both A and Bare infinite normal 
subgroups of infinite index in T contradicting Margulis’ Theorem. Thus either A or B is 
trivial. cl 
TW 31:2-N 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let l-6 Y, and let A,, . . . , A, be normal subgroups of r such that Ai 
centrali:es Ajfor i # j. and such that r = A, . . . A,. Then there exists a unique i E { 1, . . . , n} 
such that Ai = r and Aj = {llfor i #j. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G = G, 0 G, 0. . . 0 G, = H, 0 H, 0. . . 0 H, where Gi, Hje 9. Then 
n = m, and for some (unique) bijection CJE ;I;,, Hi = G,(i) for all ie { 1, . . . , n}. 
Proof. Let xj: G -+ Hj be the projection, and define Gji = Ili( Then G,,, . . . , Gjm are 
mutually centralizing normal subgroups of Hj such that Hj = Gj, 0 Gj, 0 . . . 0 Gj,. By (2.2). 
there is a function u: { 1. . . . , m) + { 1, . . . , n) such that Gja(,7 = Hi: in addition, 
nj: Gi + Hj is 
trivial if i # a(j) 
surjective if i = u(j) ’ 
Choose gE Gi. and write g = h, 0 h, 0. . .o h, = n,(g) 0 x,(g) 0 . . . 0 n,(g). If q(g) = 1 for 
all r, then g = 1. Thus if g # 1, there exists jE1 such that nj(g) # 1, so that i = a(j). Thus 
0 is surjective. and n I m. By symmetry, m = n: moreover, the surjection Q is bijective. 
If g E G,(j) then, as above, g = h, 0 h, 0 . . . 0 h,, with h, = n,(g). If q(g) # 1 and r J; j, 
then u(r) = i = o(j), contradicting the bijectivity of ~7. Thus g = hj and Ggti, c Hj for all j. 
By symmetry Hj = G,fj,, and this completes the proof. 0 
Collecting together isomorphic factors, we obtain; 
COROLLARY 2.4. Afly two Y-product structures on a group G are strongly equioulent. 
For any groups G, G,, . . . , G,, there arc homomorphisms v: Aut(G)<X:, -* Aut(G’“‘) 
and ic: Aut(G,) x . . . x Aut(G,) + Aut(G, x . . . x G,) defined thus; 
v(z,, . . . 9 2”; 4(x,, . . *,x,) = ($b,-q,,). . * * 9 %(-h-q,,)). 
AZ,, . . . , ak)(xI. . . . , x,) = (a,(x,). . . . , at(q)). 
Combining the two gives a homomorphism 
I(/=/(o(vx... x v):Aut(G,)tZ,, x . . . x Aut(G,){X,,-,Aut(G;’ x . . . x GP’) 
which is injcctive provided G,. . . . ,G, are nontrivial. 
THEOREM 2.5. Ij-G,, . . . , G, are pairwise non-isomorphic Y-groups, then 
I,$: Aut(G,)<Z.,, x . . . x Aut(G,)tC,, -. Aut(G:“’ x . . . x Gf”‘) 
is an isomorphism for any sequence of positive integers e,, . . , e,. 
Proof. Let A, = {(I,. . . , l,xj, 1,. . . , l):xj~Gy)j, and let aEAut(G(fl) x . . . x Gp’); 
P = (Ai, G,, ej), sjsk and _z = MA,), G,. e,), Jjrk are both Y-product structures on 
@I x . . . x Gp’), so it follows from (2.4) that for some permutation UEZ,, 
a(A,) = A,(J 
G, 2 %i, 
for all j. 
Clearly u = identity, since G, 2 G, for r # s. Thus for all j, a(Aj) = Aj. It follows that 
11: Aut(G:“‘) x . . . . x Aut(GP’) 4 is surjective, and hence is an isomorphism. To complete 
the proof. it suffices to prove the theorem in the case k = 1; for then 
vx... x v: fi Aut(G,){C+-+ fi Aut(Gj’r’) 
r=* r=1 
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is an isomorphism. and hence 1+5 = ~(v x . . . x v) is an isomorphism. Thus let HE 9, 
.fk a positive integer and take z~Aut(H’r’); then H”’ = H, = H,o. . .z H, = 
z(H,)JI(H,)-. . . 7 z(HI), where Hi = [(I, . . . , xi. . . , l):xi~ H]. By (2.3). there exists a 
permutation UET, such that. for all i, z(H,) = H,ci,. Let (zj)tSjSJ be the uniquely deter- 
mined sequence of automorphisms of H such that, for all i, 
Z( 1. . . . , .~. . . . , 1) = (I, . . . , Z,(i)(-‘c), . . f . 1). 
ith a(i)th 
Thus z = V. (I,, . . , I ,-: a) and v is surjective, and hence an isomorphism. 0 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let I- be a normal suhyroup ofjnite index in t, and let A be a normal 
torsion free subgroup of $nite index in I- which admits an Y-product structure. Then 
A contains a suhyroup R offinite index which admits an Y-product structure, and which is 
normal in F. 
Prouj: LetA=A, . . . ‘A,,, be the Y-product structure on A, and let C = {yl, . . . , y,,] 
t-x a complete set of cosct rcprescntatives for A in ?. For each y E C, there is a (unique) 
permutation a(y): (I, . . . , rnj 4 [I, . . . . m) determined by the condition 
(;‘A,;‘-’ ) n Aj = ( I ) if and only if i # a(y)(i). 
Put f$ = n i’ -‘~(y)(i);‘. Since p/r is finite, each A, n(y-‘Av,,,,i,y) has finite index in Ai. 
YfC 
Thus Qi has finite index in Ai. and is an irrcduciblc lattice in the same Lie group as Ai. Hence 
R = I-2, ‘). . . ‘R,,, is a normal subgroup of finite index in i= and admits an Y-product 
struc1ure. 0 
$3. FIBHE I’WOI~C~CTS AND ICXTENSIONS 
Given group homomorphisms (6: A -. C, 9: B + C we may form the jihre-product 
A+x*B = I(,K, L’)EA x B:$J(x) = r//(y)). 
When hoc, we dcnotc by 4”: B -+ C the homomorphism Il/“(.u) = h$(.v)h-‘. 
Proof: If I;E A is chosen so that b(h^) = h, the isomorphism [h: I J: A x B 4 A x B, 
defined by [IT, 11(.x, J) = (6 .Y I;-‘, y), maps (A x B) onto A x B. 0 
cp.s &*k 
Let Bxt(K, 0) denote the class of group extensions of the form 
d=(l~h’~G~(D~l):twocxtcnsionsR,. A, E ffxt( K, CD) arc said to be congruent when 
there exists an isomorphism z: G, -+ G, which induces the identity on K and on @. We write 
d , % A2 when 8, is congruent to 8,. and put %‘(K, ‘f’) = Rxt(K, CD)/%. When K has trivial 
ccntrc, there is a natural mapping A: Hom;rp,V(@, Out(K)) -, %‘(K, Cp) defined as follows; 
A(h) = (I + K f Aut(K) x 0 : Q-, 1) 
A.h 
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where 
(i) 2: AU(K) 4 Out(K) is the identification mapping; 
(ii) n: Aut(K) x Q, + CD is the projection map X(X, X) = x; 
i.h 
(iii) i: K L Aut(K) x 0 is the mapping i(k) = (inn(k), 1). and 
i.h 
(iv) inn: K + Aut(K) is the homomorphism inn(k)(x) = k x k-l. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. When K has tricial centre, A: Horn:+,(U), Out(K)) * %(K. @) is 
bijectice. 
Proofi The set of congruence classes of extensions (1 + K --, G, + Q + I) with pre- 
scribed operators h: @ -+ Out(K) is, by a theorem of Eilenberg and Maclane. classified by 
H’(U), i(K)), where i(K) is the centre of K (see Chap. IV, Thm. (8.8) of [93). 0 
The following is left as an exercise: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let 4: A --* C, I/I: B -+ C be group homomorphisms, and let zzf be 
a subgroup of A such that Ker(+) c d and Im($) t d(.&); then .d x B = A x B. 
9. ti &.ti 
44. TllE FINITE RIGIDITY THEOREM 
Let L be a Lie group of type FC whose identity component is adjoint semisimple and 
has no compact factors, let r bc a discrete group, and dcnotc by [r, L]COc,,mp the set of all 
discrete cocompact imbcddings of r in L which posses the property that each connected 
component of L contains at lcast one point of r. By an admissible pair (L, I-), we mean an 
FC Lie group L togcthcr with a discrctc group r for which [r, L]curump # 0; an admissible 
triple (L, r, 1) consists of an admissible pair (L, r), together with an element 1 E [I-, L]cocomp. 
An admissible triple (L, I-, I) is said to be connected when L is connected, and irreducible 
when L is connected and l(r) is an irreducible discrete subgroup of L; we say that an 
automorphism aeAut(r) extends through t when there exists jleAut(L) such that 
601 = IOR, and we put 
.d(L, r, I) = {zEAut(r):r extends through 11. 
A Zariski density argument shows that the extension 2 to L of S(E s/(L, r, I) is unique. 
In any admissible pair (L, I-), I- has trivial centre, so that r z Inn(r) c Aut(r). Aut(L) 
is an FC Lie group whose identity component is isomorphic to that of L; in an admissible 
triple (L, r, I), Inn(r) c _d(L, r, I), and the extension map a- jl defines a discrete cocom- 
pact imbedding. Mostow’s Rigidity Theorem [I I] gives the following; 
PROPOSITION 4. I. Let (L, I-, I) be an irreducible admissible triple in which L is not 
isomorphic to PSL,(R) (equicalently, in which dimR(L) > 3); then for any positice integer e, 
d(~‘e’, r(rl. PJ) = htp). 
Proof By the Rigidity Theorem as formulated in [I 11, each automorphism a of 
r extends through I to an automorphism B of L, we identify Aut(We’) with Aut(H)2 z:c 
for H= r or L. Let a=@ ,,..., z.; a)~Aut(r@~); then a extends through I”’ to 
a = (4*, . . . * a,; a)EAut(P). Thus .d(L”‘, I-@‘, 6”) = Aut(r’e’). 0 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let & f c PGL,(W) be a discrete cocompact imbedding of a group F which 
occurs in an extension 1 + r + r -* A + 1 where A is afinite subgroup, with trivial centre, of 
Out(F). Let G denote the closure ofj(r). PSL,(R) in PGL,(R), and let @ be a finite tidy 
subgroup ofOut z Out(F)tZ,, such that A”’ = On Out(F)“‘; then 
@ c Im(& dd(L’e), r(=),p) -+ Out(V)). 
Proof Let c: n(Q) -. Out(A”‘) be the operator homomorphism of the extension 
1 +A’e’-+@+I[(@)~ 1. 
In the commutative diagram below, c is the restriction of the permutation representation. 
I- ,‘l’Yl ~ + ?r(@) + I 
n ; n 
1 + OUt(rp’ 4 Out(r){q_ + c, + I 
A”’ has trivial centre, so that the exact sequences (*) and (**) below are congruent; 
(*) I +A’e’--+A~7r(uq-+n(@)+ I 
(**) I --, A”” -, CD + n(O) 4 I. 
In particular, there is an isomorphism CD z A <z(Q) (= A “‘XI n(m)). From the existence 
of the discrctc cocompact imbedding j: F-+ PGL,(IW) we see that A c Im(& 
.n/(G, F, j) + Out(r)), where G is cithcr PSL,([w) or PGL,(R). Hence 
Are’ c Im(& .c/(G’*‘i, V, j”‘) + Out(F”‘)), 
and since Z, acts as a group of automorphisms of F ““, G”“, by permuting factors, we see that 
Q, z A’*‘x~(@) c Im($: .d(GiCb, f(rb,j(fl)) -, Out(P’)). 0 
LEMMA 4.3. Let I: I- c PSL2(W) be a discrete cocompuct imbedding of the torsion free 
group I-; let 0 be u jinite tidy suhyroup of Out(F”‘); then there exists u discrete rocompuct 
imbedding j: r c PSL,(R) such that Q, c Im(& d(L”‘, rCr),j(*‘) --, Out(F”‘)). 
Prooj: By hypothesis on 0, there is a subgroup f3 of Out(F) such that 
Y n Out(F)‘C’ = E”‘. Let i(S) denote the direct limit of the upper central series of B. Then 
A = B/{(B) has trivial centre. Let y, Fi denote the following extension groups; 
~-4-4~f3-4; I -+ r + rl + C(B) -+ I; 
so that F, is a normal subgroup of T with f/_‘, r A. By Kerckhoffs Theorem [S], we may 
choose a discrete cocompact imbedding j: F + PGL,(R); put G = PSL,(R) or PGL,(R) 
according to whether or not j(F,) is contained’in PSL,(R). Consider the action of F on F, 
by conjugation, c: F -. F,, c(;t)(x) = yxy - ‘. If YE f induces an inner automorphism on Fi, 
then, for some bar,, and all xcr,, .IX,I-* =6xS-‘; that is, j(S-*~)ECc(j(Fi)), the 
centraliser of j(F, ) in G. From Roscnlicht’s Theorem [ 1 S] and the Bore1 Density Theorem 
[3], it follows easily that the ccntraliser ofj(F,) in G is trivial; hence 7 = 6. In particular, the 
operator homomorphism c: A + Out(F,) is injective. 
Put 0 = @//i(S)“‘: there is an exact sequence I -+ l-y’-+ l= -+ 0 -. I. The operator 
homomorphism c: 0 -* Out(F,)tE:, = Out(F’~)) is injective by the argument above; 
identify 0 with the image of c. 0 is a finite tidy subgroup of Out(F,)lC,, such that 
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0 n Out(F’;‘) = A”‘. By Kerckhoffs Theorem, the group ? defined by the extension 
l-+l-,h T-+/l-+1 
is a discrete cocompact subgroup of PGL,(W), so the hypotheses of (4.2) are satisfied for the 
the subgroup 0 of Out(F’f’) and the imbedding j: r c PGL,(W). If G is either PSL,(Iw) or 
PGL2(1W) then 0 c Im(& .R/(G”‘. l-p’. j”‘) + Out(Fy’), from which it follows that 
@ c Im(@ d(G”‘, FCC), j”‘) + Out(V). 0 
THEOREM 4.4 (Finite Rigidity Theorem). Let (G. F) be an admissible pair in which I- is 
torsionfiee and admits an Y-product structure. and let @ be afinite subgroup of Out(F). Then 
there is an admissible triple (G. r. I) such that 0 is conjugate in Out(F) to a subgroup of 
Im($: ,d(G, r, I) -* out(r)). 
Proof: G decomposes as a direct product G 2 G, x . . . x G,V, for some connected 
adjoint simple Lie groups G,, . . . , G,v, and F is a direct product F z A, 3 . . . ‘2 A,rr where 
each Ai is an irreducible discrete cocompact subgroup in some connected linear semisimple 
linear Lie group. 15~. Since F is torsion free. the intersection of Ai with the finite centre of Li is 
trivial, so that Ai projects isomorphically to a discrete cocompact subgroup of the adjoint 
group of Li, and we may assume that, in addition, Li has trivial ccntrc. Mostow Rigidity 
now guarantees that there is a partition of ( I, , . . , N) into noncmpty subsets S,. . . . , S, 
such that Li z fl Gj. By collecting isomorphic factors and m-indexing, WC may write 
r 2 ~f,J’l’ il . . . o A;fd and G, z L(,.~I)~ . . . 0 Lyp’ where A, is irrcduciblc in Li. and Ai 2 A, if 
i #j. WC obtain an isomorphism Out(F) z Out(Ai)tX,,. Let cDi c Out(A,)tX,, be the 
i;l 
projection of Im(h) under the natural projection ni: Out(F)+ Out(Ai)<Z1,. Since 
i1: (D + out(r) is injcctivc. it follows writing hi = Xi ’ iI, that 
II, x.. . xh,: CD--r@, x.. . x (I), is also injective. Moreover, (D, x . . . x @, is finite. By (1.2) 
there is a partition (P(i),, . . . , P(i),(i)) of { I, . . . ,/i), and a sequence Y(i),, . . . , Y(i),,,,, in 
which V’(i)J is a finite tidy subgroup of Out(Fi)lZrci,, such that 0, is conjugate in 
Out(Fi)lX,l to a subgroup of Y(i), x. . . x ‘f’(i),,i,. Re-indexing the sequence (card(P(i),)i,, 
as (c,), srSm, CD is conjugate to a subgroup of Y, x. . . x Y,. in which Y, is a finite tidy 
subgroup of Out(f,)~X,,, where. for I s r 5 m, I-, = Ai if c, corresponds to card(P(i)j) 
under the above re-indexing; similarly, write G, = Li if e, corresponds to card(P(i)j). We 
may choose our indexing so that, for some k < no, 
I 
Li z PSL,(R) for 1 I i 5 k, and 
dimn(Li) > 3 for k < i 5 m. 
For k < r I, m, Out(F,) ([S]), so we may take Y, = Out(F,) 2 X+. For 1 5, r 5 k, we may, by 
(4.3). choose a discrete cocompact imbedding j,: F, c L, (z PSL,(R)) such that Y, is 
contained in Im(& &(Lp’, rjCr), j;‘-)) 4 Out(Fj+‘); Y r x . . . x Y,,, is contained in 
Im(& .d(G, F, I) 4 Out(F)), where I = j:*” x . . . x j:-‘: I-f’) x . . . x r!,p’d L(,“l’ x. . . x LPI. 
Since CD is conjugate in Out(F) to a subgroup of Y r x. . . x Y,, CD is conjugate in Out(F) to 
a subgroup of Im(# .n/(G, I-, I) + Out(F)) as claimed. Cl 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let L be a connected adjoint semisimple Lie group with no compact 
factors; let i= be an abstract group which contains, with finite inde.r. a subgroup I’- which is 
discrete and cocompact in L. Then f imbeds as a discrete cocompact subgroup in an FC Lie 
group i whose identity component is isomorphic to L. 
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Proof: f is finitely generated. Replacing r by the intersection of its conjugates in f=, we 
may assume that r is normal in f. By a standard argument, ([14), Thm. 5.22, p. 86) 
r contains a torsion free normal subgroup A which admits an Y-product structure, and 
which has finite index in r. By (2.6), we may, by passing to a further subgroup of finite index 
if necessary, assume that A is also normal in i=. Thus i= is given as an extension 
(1 + A + i= : Q, + 1) in which Q, is finite and A is torsion free and admits an P-product 
structure. Choose an admissible triple (L, A, I) such that c(a) is conjugate to a subgroup of 
Im(& .zzz!(L, A, I) + Out(A)); that is, for some heOut( hc(@)h-’ t Im(& 
.u!(f., A, I) -, Out(A)). Since Inn(A) = Ker(4) is contained in &(L, A, I), it follows from (3.3) 
that Aut(A) x Q, = &(L, A, I) x 0. A has trivial centre, so that I= 2 Aut(A) x @. 
O.ch .$.ch O.c 
From (3. l), 
1= = Aut(A) x @ 2 Aut(A) x 0 = &(L, A, I) x Q, c Aut(L) x @. 
*.c *.+ 4. Ck 
Aut(L) x CD is an FC Lie group whose identity component is isomorphic to L. Since 
J(L. A, I) is imbedded as a discrete cocompact of Aut(L), the imbedding i= c Aut(L) x @ is 
also discrete cocompact. cl 
45. LAITICES IN REDUCTIVE GROUPS 
We now generalize (4.5) to the case where L is reductive. A connected reductive Lie 
group L with no nontrivial compact normal subgroup is expressible uniquely as a direct 
product L = 9, x Ls where Yt z [w” is the centre of L, and L, is adjoint semisimple; O(n) 
acts, uniquely up to equivalence, as a group of automorphisms of P,,. We obtain a repres- 
entation O(n) 4 Aut(L) by letting O(n) act trivially on Ls and define E(L) = LxO(n); 
E+(L) = LxlSO(n). Then [E(L) r E(J,) x L,. If G,, G, are FC Lie groups whose identity 
components are linear reductive, we say that G,, G, are geometrically equiuulent, G, + G,. 
when there is an isometry of symmetric spaces G,/K, : GJK, where K, is a formal 
compact subgroup of G,. If L is a connected reductive group with no nontrivial compact 
normal subgroup then L - E+(L) - E(L). 
THEOREM 5.1. (Relative Bieberbach Theorem). Let 8 = (0 + Z” -+ r -f+ & -+ I) he an 
extension in which 
(i) A is an extension 1 * A -, A 2 0 + 1 where A imbeds us a discrete cocompuct 
subgroup in a connected adjoint semisimple Lie group G, and Q, is jinire; 
(ii) the operator homomorphism A: h -+ GL,(Z) of the extension d factors through @; thut 
is, 2. = p 0 n, for some homomorphism a: @ -+ GL,(H); 
(iii) the characteristic ckuss c = c(8) E H 2(& 2’“) has finite order. 
Then I= imbeds as a discrete cocompact subgroup of an FC Lie group 6 whose identity 
component (6), is isomorphic to E+(n) x G. 
Proo/ An extension 8 = (0 + H” -+ i + A 3 1) is classified up to congruence by two 
invariants: 
(i) the operator homomorphism i.: A -+ CL,(Z); 
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(ii) a cohomology class c = c(S)oH*(A, iz”), where 1Z” denotes the Z[A] module ^ _ 
structure on Z” obtained from E.. We represent r as Z” x A with the multiplication 
(zl,g*)*(:*.g*) = (z1 + 4g,)(;*) + 7(91,92)~9192) 
where y is a 2-cocycle representing the characteristic class c(8) E H ‘(8, J”). By extension of 
scalars to R, we obtain a homomorphism (still denoted by j.) E.: A ---, G&(R). Since Im(i) is 
finite, we may choose PEGL,(R) such that i.‘(A) c O(n), where i’(S) = Pj.@)P-‘; let Q 
denote the A-module determined by 2.‘. Then P: ,H” c 5” is an inclusion of A-modules. 
Let t(i‘) denote the extension 0 + I&!” + f.(i‘) + A + 1 classified by the cohomology 
class P,(c)G H*(h. ,&!“I with operator homomorphism E.‘. We represent L(F) as R” x A 
with multiplication (\v,. gr) *(w,, gz) = (wI + E.‘(g1)(w2) + Pi’(gI.gz),g1g2).Themapping 
4: J= -+ f.(f), $(.u. y) = (Px. y), imbeds f as a discrete cocompact subgroup of the discon- 
nected Lie group L( ?). The characteristic class c = c(8) has finite order and R” is divisible, 
_ 
so that P,(c) = 0, and L(r) 2 R”xlA. 
For any homomorphism q: Q 4 Out(A). let p: R”xl@ -+ @ be the standard epimor- 
phism; there is an isomorphism 
KY (2, C’D ,T+ Am(A)] z (5X” x (P) x Aut(A). 
(II) 4P,Ip 
Choose /IE Out(A) and a discrctc cocompact imbcdding I: A c G such that, for all xo@, 
IIV(.Y)~-’ E Im(& .c/(G, A. I) -+ Out(A)), and put V(X) = v~; then A 2 CD x Aut(A), and by 
v.4 
(3.1) thcrc is an isomorphism (1) x Aut(A) 2 (1) x Aut(A). By (3.3). using the fact that 
v.& q.4 
A x B z B x /l, WC see that A = (P x Aut(A) = (D x .r/(G. A, I). Thus 
ti.9 4.* v.9 v.9 
= [w” ,;, C@ ,x+ ANA)1 
z (R” x 0) x d(G, A, I) 
(Ir) rlP.9 
c (63” >Q 0) x d(G, A, I). 
(P) 
However, R”xl@ c E(n), and d(G, A, I) c Aut(G), so that 
(P) 
I= c L(I=) z (R”xI~) x .&(G, A, I) c E(n) x Aut(G); 
(PI llP.9 
the inclusion i c E(n) x Aut(G) is discrctc and cocompact, and Aut(G) is an FC Lie group 
whose identity component is isomorphic to G. Cl 
Let L be a connected reductive linear Lit group having no nontrivial compact normal 
subgroup; L is isomorphic to a direct product I, x L,, where ZI., the centre of L, may be 
identified with R”, and Ls = L/Z, is a connected adjoint semisimple Lie group having no 
compact factors. 
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PROPOSIXON 5.2. if r is a discrete cocompact subgroup of L, there is an imbedding group 
extensions 
o-+r~~,-.r4-~rfe,-+i 
1 1 1 
O- R” -L- L, -1 
in which each vertical arrow imbeds a discrete cocompact subgroup; moreover, 
the characteristic class C(.=r)EH2(r/rnZ,.rnP,) 0f the extension 
9 = (0 --* r n Y”L -+ I- -+ r/r n YL -. 1) has finite order. 
Proof The imbedding r 4 L is discrete cocompact by hypothesis; since 3,/r n YL is 
closed in L/r, the imbedding r n TL -+ gL z IF!” is also discrete cocompact. L has no 
compact simple factor, so that, by a theorem of H. C. Wang [17], the imbedding 
r/r n 2, + L/Y, is also discrete cocompact. The finiteness of the order of 
c(.F)EH2(r/rn9,, rnr’,,) follows from the fact that r/rnZL is of type VFL ([16]), 
and that r-r’, is isomorphic to r/r n YL x R”. 0 
T~IE~REM 5.3. (Finite Extension Theorem). Let L he (I connected reductire Lie group 
with no nontril~ial comptrct nornrul suhyroup, kt r he a discrete cocompact subgroup of L, and 
let I= he an uhstruct group which contains I- with jnitr index. Then t inhds as II discrrte ^ 
cocompact suhyroup in un FC Lit group L nhm~ identity component i, is E + (L). 
Prooj: I- is a finitely gcneratcd linear group, so that, by Sclbcrg’s Theorem [4], we may, 
without loss of gcncrality, suppose that r is torsion free. Moreover. since I= is tinitcly 
gcncratcd, by replacing r by the intersection of its conjugates in i, we may, again without 
loss of generality. also suppose that l- is normal in I=. As in (5.2), there is an imbedding of 
exact sequences 
o+ rnYL -+ r + rjrny, -+ I 
1 1 1 
o-+ R” 4L+ Ls -1 
in which each vertical arrow represents the imbedding of a discrete cocompact subgroup, 
and we have made the identifications Y, z R” and r n TL z Z”. Put A = r/r n I,. Then 
we have a pair of extensions 0 4 Z” -, r + A -+ 1; 1 + r -+ r -. @ -. 1; in which Q, is finite; 
A is a discrete cocompact subgroup of the connected adjoint semisimple Lie group L,; in 
particular A has no nontrivial normal abelian subgroup; Z” is the centre of c thus Z” is 
characteristic in r, and hence normal in I=. We define A = ~/Z”; thus we have a pair of 
extensionsB=(O+Z”-,F+A+I);8, =(1 +A+i\-+O+ 1); weclaim that; 
(I) the characteristic lass c(b)~H’(& Z”) has finite order; 
(II) the operator homomorphism I.: & --, GL,(h) of B factors through a,. 
(I) is clear, since A is of type VFL and i= contains a subgroup r, with finite index, which is an 
extension 3 = (0 -. Z” -, I’- -+ A -+ 1) whose characteristic lass c(~)EH’(A, Z”) has finite 
order, by (5.2). (II) is also clear, since ? contains a subgroup r of finite index in which B” is 
central. Thus the hypotheses of (5.1) are satisfied, so that i= imbeds as a discrete cocompact 
subgroup of an FC Lie group L whose identity component i, is E+(L). 0 
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56. THE CESERALIZED BIEBERBACH-SIELSEN PROBLESI 
Suppose given actions xi: ri x X -, X. (i = 1. 2) by diffeomeorphisms. of discrete groups 
I-,, rz on a smooth manifold X; if A is a subgroup of both r, and r2. z1 and x2 are said to 
be smooth/_~ rquicalrnr orer A when there is a diffeomorphism 4: X + X such that. for all 
8,A. .YE.Y. &z,(& x)) = x2(& $(x)); in the special case where A = I-, = r2. x, and z2 are 
said to be smoothly ryuirulrnr. Two such actions xi: ri x X -+ X fi = 1.2) are smoothly 
commrnsuruhlr when zI and zz are smoothly equivalent over A for some group A contained 
with finite index in each of I-, and r2. 
Let .x- denote the symmetric space of PSL2(Iw). .fl = PSL,(W) PSO(2): any subgroup 
Y of PSL2(R) acts naturally on the left of .H. By the Uniformisation Theorem [73. a Surface 
group, (i.e. the fundamental group of an orientable surface of genus 22) imbeds as 
a discrete cocompact subgroup of PSL,(Iw). Indeed. a consideration of cohomological 
dimension reveals that any discrete imbedding Y + PSLZ(R) ofa Surface group PSL,(R) is 
cocompact. We observe the following “uniqueness up to smooth equivalence” result. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Lrt I- he (I SurJkce group, und Irr j,: r 4 PSL,(W) br n discrrtr 
cc~ccmpctct irnhdtlin~~s for r = 1, 2. Let J : A x X + X he cm action bJ di,&umorphisms of the 
ili.sc.rt~ft~ group A 011 rht, srnool~l frttrr~ifi~k~ X. trnti id 2, hc I/w prodlrc.t uction 
z,: (A x I-) x (X x N) + X x .X; a,((& 7). (x, II)) = (ti. s, j,(y)-Ii). 
PrcroJ Let 1, = j,( r)\.K; XI, X2 arc smooth closed surfaces with the same fundamental 
group, so thcrc exists a dilkomorphism C/X XI + X2. If & .X‘ + .Iy‘ is a lifting of C/J to 
universal covers. then 1 x (6’ is a smooth cquivalcncc bctwccn a, and x2. c.i 
LEMMA 6.2. Let .9 = (0 -+ E” + R L h + I) he u cent4 es~txsion in which A is (I dis- 
crete cot~mrpuc~ suhyroup of un udjoirtt semisintple Lie yroup with !I() compucl fuctors, und 
such rllul the churuc~cristic cluss c = c(.F )E If ‘(A, E”) hus finire o&r. Then R has u sub- 
group R of‘jinirt> indrx which is isomorphic to a product Q r A x I-, x . . . x f, such that 
(9 tech ri is u Siirjilce yroup; 
(ii) A is (1 cvnd rxtension 0 --t Z” -+ A L A 5 + I whtw A, is t1 discrete cocompuct 
subgroup of un utljoint semisimple Lie yroup G, wirh no compuclfuctors, und such rhat A, does 
not projrct discretdy ima uny PSL,(R)fiwor; (we say thut such a yroup A, is of Mostow type). 
(iii) if 4 = p(Q), then 4 is a dirrcr product /\ z A, x r, x . . . x I-,, and the projection 
p:R~~isequi~ulcnttopx ~:Ax~,x...x~,+~,x~,x...x~,. 
Proc$ WC may, without loss, replace A by a subgroup 4 of finite index which admits an 
Y-product structure. 4 2 A, x I-, x . . . x rr where A, is of Mostow type, and each I-, is 
a Surhcc group. Let Q = p- ‘(A); then the characteristic class c(.f )E H ‘(4, Z”) has finite 
order, where .f is the extension .f = (0 + E” + Q : /J -+ 1). Since H” is central, 
Moreover, 
If ‘(4, Z”) s (H Z(A, Z)P’. 
Hz@. H) z fi2(As, Z) 0 (fI’(A,, E) 0 H’(O, E)) CI3 ff’(@. z), 
whcrc 0 = r, x . . . x r,; @ is a product of Surface groups so that H*(O, Z’) is torsion free. 
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Since H’(AS, Z) is also torsion free and c(F) has finite order. it follows that 
c(.~)EH’(A~, Z’“) z (ff*(A’, Z))‘“‘. 
Thus Q r A x 0 where A = p-‘(A,), and the projection p: Q + 12 is equivalent to p x 1: 
Axl-, x... xI-k~A,xf-,x...xl-k. rl ‘- 
THEOREM 6.3. (Generalized Bieberbach-Nielsen Theorem). Lrt X he (I s~~~~~rrric space 
with no compact factors, and let l : r x X -P X be an (eJectire) properly discontinuous action 
of a discrete group r as a cocompact group of isometries of X. Let I= be a (discrete) group which 
contains I- as a subgroup of finite index. Then there is an action %I I= x X + .Y of I= bJ 
isometries on X; the action is cocompact, properly d&continuous. though not necessaril~~ 
effective; it is, however, effectire and, indeed, free when restricted to an_s torsinnjiee subgroup _ 
of r. Moreover, the action * is smoothly commensurable with the ori<ginrrl action. 
Proof: Let I(Y) denote the isometry group of the symmetric space Y. and let G( Y) 
denote its identity component. Since G(X) has finite index in I(X), we may suppose that f is 
contained in G(X). X is isometric to a product X 2 I&?” x X,, where X, is a symmetric space 
of semisimple type having no compact factors so that G(.U) 2 E+(W) x G(X,). By passing 
to a further subgroup of finite index, if necessary. we may suppose that 
I- c G, = R” x C(X,) c E + (138) x G(X,). 
By (5.3). ? imbeds in an FC Lie group y whose identity component is isomorphic to 
E+(Iw) x G(X,); Y is geometrically equivalent to G(X). Indeed. if 9’/‘,, is the identity 
component of Y, and &P is a maximal compact subgroup of Y. then .Iy’,, = .H n 9’() is 
a maximal compact subgroup of Y, and U/.K z Y/‘,,/.H~ ([IZ]). J?‘/‘, z E+(W) x G(X,) 
and 3y’, z SO(n) x KS where KS is a maximal compact subgroup of G(X,). Thus 
~yo/~, z E+(IR)/SG(~) x G(X,)/K, z R” x X, z X. 
That is, P/_V 2 X, and the imbedding i= c V gives an action by isometrics f: f= x .Y + X; 
this action is cocompact and properly discontinuous; it need not, however, be effective, 
although its restriction to any torsion free subgroup of r is efl’ective and hence free. 
To see that action +k is smoothly commensurable with the original action l , we may first 
pass to a subgroup R of T which is a central extension J = (0 -+ Z” + R L A -+ I) where 
A is a discrete cocompact subgroup of G(X,), and such that the characteristic class 
c(~)EH~(A, z”) has finite order. By (6.2), we pass further down to a subgroup Q of finite 
index which is a direct product Q z A x f, x . . . x rk in which each fi is a Surface group, 
and A is an extension 
where A, is of Mostow type. For some symmetric space Y, X is isometric to Y x 3y’“‘. 
The actions l : Q x X + X; +k: Q x X + X give rise to discrete cocompact imbeddings 
i.: Q + G(X) (corresponding to l ) and 11: Q -. G(X) (corresponding to 9). On identifying 
G(X) 2 G(Y) x PSL2(R)‘k) and Q 2 A x T, x . . . x Tk we may write i., 11 in the form 
4s, 7‘. . . . ,yk) =(i.&)v PI.... , i.k(yk)):pkj.;‘lq.. . .~k)=(&,(~)eplI(j’I)q.. . ,pk(yk)). 
Retracing the construction of +k reveals that i., = 14~; that is, over Q. the action 3(t is 
obtained from the action l by altering I.,: i., + PSL,(R) to 11,: I-, -+ PSf.,(R). It follows 
from (6.l), by induction on k, that l and ;ic arc smoothly equivalent over Q; that is, l and 
t are smoothly commensurable. cl 
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